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Another page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How TIMKEN® bearings help a
drum stay fit as a fiddle
This horizontal bull block draws tubing at 150 to 600 feet
per minute. The overhung drum on which the tubing is
coiled exerts a 20,000 pound pull. To carry this heavy load,
design engineers mount the drum shaft on Timken® tapered
roller bearings. Due to line contact between rollers and
races, Timken bearings provide extra load-carrying capac-
ity. Their tapered construction enables them to carry radial
and thrust loads in any combination. Shafts are held in
rigid alignment. Wear is reduced, long life assured.
Mounting shafts on
TIMKEN bearings
Power input shaft and drum shaft of the horizontal bull
block are mounted on two-row, non-adjustable Timken
bearings. The left-hand bearing on each shaft is fixed
while the bearing on the opposite end of the shaft is
free to float. The fixed bearing cup in the power input
shaft is mounted in a cartridge to provide an adjustment
for the worm wheel. Lubricant is carried to the bearings
by means of a circulating oil system.
TIMKE
TRADE-MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
Want to learn
more about bearings?
Some of the engineering problems you'll face
after graduation will involve bearing applica-
tions. If you'd like to learn more about this phase
of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy
of the 270-page General Information Manual on
Timken Bearings, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER cc-)
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST —CO— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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The Cover
A comparative handful of men and an
army of automatic controls and tools pro-
duce here long strings of two- to four-inch
pipe used in fuel lines, oil wells, and high
pressure steam lines. Running around the
clock, six and one-half days a week, this
steel mill makes some 18,000 tons of tubing
per month. Courtesy of Steelways, bi-
monthly publication of the American Iron
and Steel Institute.
The Frontispiece
Resembling a futuristic rocket about to
be launched, this electronic gear has a
multitude of wings, but doesn't fly. The
photo is an unusual view of a television
antenna on a railroad flatcar ready for
shipment to Cuban television station
CMQ-TV at Santiago de Cuba. Courtesy
of General Electric.
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The Westinghouse Graduate
Student Training Program
was started more than 50
years ago. Through the years
it has been improved to keep
pace with the growth and de-
velopment of Westinghouse.
Experienced counsellors are
always on call to help you
establish bearings in plan-
ning your career.
The
Westinghouse
Plan
GRADUATE STUDENT TRAINING PROGRAM.
1.
OR 2.
INITIAL WORK
ASSIGNMENTS
a. PRODUCTION
b. INSPECTION
c. LABORATORY
OR TEST
3.
PRODUCT
ENGINEERING
SCHOOL
4. SPECIAL TRAINING
ENGINEERING
RES
A
E
N
A
D
RCH MANUFACTIURING SALES 
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O
T
T
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H
I
E
T
R
IES
Packing the equivalent of 27,000 hp at 700 mph in a 3,000 pound turbo-
jet is an achievement that calls for a high degree of co-ordination and
skill in research, engineering, manufacturing and application.
Key to achievements like this at Westinghouse, we believe, is the science
of man-power development through which we are able to place engineer-
ing graduates in the right work ... to best utilize their education, training
and talents most effectively.
To help you find your best field, you would enter the Graduate Student
Training Program, in which you get basic training; later special training;
then, with the assistance of an experienced counsellor, placement in
the field of your choice. In this way you get set for a successful future.
For complete details about the Westinghouse Plan, send for our 32-
page booklet—"Finding Your Place in Industry." G-10174
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT
YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S
Westinghouse
To obtain copy of
-Finding Your Place in Industry", consult Placement
Officer of your university, or mail this coupon
Mr. L. J. Dunlap
District Educational Co-ordinator
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, Illinois
to:
Name 
School   Year 
Street 
City  Zone State 
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Takes a lot to lay a carpet in the jungle
The scene is "darkest Africa".
But Africa is lightening. Man's quest
for minerals, for new areas for agriculture
and trade, is slashing ultra-modern, glar-
ing-white air strips in once impenetrable
jungle.
Those pavers, portable air compressors,
pumps and air tools—such as you might
see working a city street—are Worthing-
ton Blue Brutes going to "lay a carpet"
in that hole in the jungle.
Thus, Worthington, a major producer
of equipment for public works, industry
Good Water and Sanitation—engines
pumps • water treatment • comminutors
air compressors • air tools
and farm, brings the fruits of American
technical genius to the strange places of
the world.
And illustrates, too, how the unique
American talent of diversification helps
public, employees and stockholders. For
Worthington makes many things—not
just construction equipment and pumps,
but also engines, water works machinery,
power transmission, petroleum equipment,
air conditioning and refrigeration, many
others.
Such diversification builds stability. . .
Lower-Cost Manufacturing—pumps
compressors • steam turbines • motors
power transmission • air condetioning
makes Worthington, 112 years old, a strong
link in the chain of American business.
Worthington Corporation, formerly
Worthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey.
WORTHINGTON
The Sign of Value
Around the World
Petroleum Products—compressors
engines • pumps • chilling equipment
refrigeration • decoking systems
1.14
More Abundant Food—compressors
fertilizer mixers • air conditioning
refrigeration • pumps
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ANCESTRY UNKNOWN .
No one knows who first thought of gears as a means
of transmitting power or motion . . . but without
them modern civilization could not function.
There would be no clocks, cars or calculators
... industry would revert to hand production .. .
transportation would go back to the horse and
buggy. . . household chores would multiply . . .
office managers would be seeking mathematical
geniuses.
FUTURE UNLIMITED..
A gear never works alone. Only when properly
meshed can it function efficiently. So, in industry,
minds must mesh if progress is to result. Here,
in America, engineers, inventors, machinists, tool-
makers are geared for great advancement. And
their point of contact is America's all-seeing, all-
hearing and reporting Inter-Communications
System.
THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM ...
Complete communication is the function, the
unique contribution of the American business
press. . . a great group of specially edited maga-
zines devoted to the specialized work areas of
men who want to manage better, design better,
manufacture better, research better, sell better.
WHY WE HAPPEN TO KNOW...
The McGraw-Hill business publications are a
part of this American Inter-Corn System.
As publishers, we know the consuming insist-
ence of editors on analyzing, interpreting and
reporting worthwhile ideas.
As publishers, we know that advertisers use
our business magazines to feature the products
and services which they offer in the interest of
increased efficiency, and lower production costs.
As publishers, we know that people subscribe
to our business publications to keep abreast of
what's new in their field and in industry as a
whole. For the editorial pages tell "how" and the
advertising pages tell "with what."
McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
0 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
MEADQUARTERS FOR BUSINESS INFORMATION
imoing.tak
M CRAW //ILL
TV FOR BUSINESS
• \ IN I nIF/I
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In our country, in these times of uncertainty and diversified activities, too many
college students seeking "success" tend to become absorbed in the problems of living and
to forget about mere "living". They wrap themselves in a cloak of anxiety and busily
set about hurrying and worrying through their days. The national pattern of living
seems to be such that one must be continuously in a state of turmoil, becoming so in-
volved in the means to living as to lose sight of the end, living itself.
When a person has reached the high school age, and perhaps even earlier in life, he
must begin to accept the responsibilities and duties which are his as a citizen of not only
the United States, but of the world.
Now I do not advocate irresponsibility for our citizens. It is good and only natural
that countless generations of people have experimented voluntarily and involuntarily
with various modes of living until only those lending toward public welfare survived
as customs and traditions. Proven to be necessary to existence, it is evident that certain
behavior must be imposed upon every individual.
But these are not the impositions to which I refer. From the high school age on, an
increasing number of persons begin to neglect, ever so slightly at first, the extra-
curricular side of life in the interests of pursuing a livelihood.
The college student who dreams of a happy, productive life may become so engrossed
in the actual curricular preparation for his career that he neglects partaking of the
very things which he hopes someday to enjoy. He confides to himself that these joys
will come to him in the future, but only if he can purchase them with money; and hence
he must concentrate on learning a money-making occupation.
Upon graduation from college and the securement of employment, he looks forward
to "real living". Before long, however, the young working man again finds anxiety about
advancement and increase of salary creeping into his idle hours. Material desires become
prominent and the pursuit of happiness is modified and squeezed into the background in
the pursuit of financial gains.
And so it is, continuing through middle age, when a desire for security becomes a
dominant influence. Always, time out for living is reserved for the future.
Of course it is true that careers must be planned, sought after, and incomes earned.
A great deal of time must be spent on acting as "breadwinner"—but not necessarily
the sum total of one's sixteen hour waking day.
Then, in order to be a "successful" student, let me urge myself, as well as others
who find time for enjoyment to be at a minimum, to make every minute enjoyable by
looking with opened eyes at the real happiness that exists around us. Take time out
from the gristmill to witness the good things in life. Develop many and sincere friend-
ships by the giving of your time, the sharing of your ideas, and the expansion of your
personality toward other people. Listen to the great music of the world—sharpen your
five senses to the beauties of nature around you—bump elbows with your fellows in the
keen joy of athletic competition— and learn to perceive the warm humor that exists in
human living and that needs only an appeal to burst forth into happiness. Do not over-
look the very things you seek by fogging your mind with a humdrum existence. Breathe
deeply, and take time out to live.
1c!eds41 Rai,
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Recent discovery of the transistor
principle, which makes possible a
subminiature amplifier element with-
out filament supply or vacuum en-
velope, has quickened interest in a
field that has plodded slowly for more
than fifty years—the study of semi-
conducting materials.
For many years inventors have
tried to control electron flow in a rec-
tifier by means of a grid structure
sandwiched in the rectifying junc-
tion. About four years ago Brattain
and Bardeen of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories discovered that a po-
tential applied to a second probe
point placed near (within 0.005 inch)
the contact of a common germanium
diode rectifier could be used to con-
trol the current in the diode circuit.
This second probe acts much like the
grid of a three-element tube. The
application of a few tenths of a volt
in the low-resistance emitter circuit
can control many volts in the high-
impedance collector circuit. The col-
lector circuit is operated with D.C.
voltage in the high-resistance direc-
tion. A.C. voltages up to about ten
megacycles can be amplified much
as in a three-electrode tube.
This amazingly simple device,
known as a transistor, is capable
of performing efficiently nearly all
the functions of an ordinary vacuum
tube. The original device is known
as a "point contact' transistor, and
consists essentially of two hair-thin
wires resting on a tiny speck of ger-
manium, which is a semiconducting
metallic element. There is no glass
envelope, no vacuum, no grid, and no
heating element to cause a warm-up
delay. The entire apparatus is housed
Fig. 1. The original type of germanium transistor known as the "point contact"
transistor.
%kit
By Richai
in a metal cylinder about the size
of a .22 caliber shell, although it
may be placed in a much smaller
space for certain applications. It will
serve as an amplifier or an oscillator.
At frequencies up to ten million
cycles per second it will amplify at
least 20 decibels (100 times).
In addition to making vast im-
provements in this original transis-
tor, the researchers have now de-
veloped a radically new and in many
ways more effective type of ampli-
fier called a "junction" transistor.
Extremely efficient and rugged, this
junction type is in the form of a small
bead, about half the size of a pea.
The junction transistor has no
point contacts, which in the original
transistor corresponded to the termi-
nals of a vacuum tube. Instead, it
consists of a tiny rod-shaped piece
of germanium, treated so that it em-
bodies a thin, electrically-positive
layer sandwiched between two elec-
trically-negative ends.
The junction transistor derives its
name from the two "junctions" be-
tween the negative ends and the
positive layer. It differs markedly
from the point contact type in which
the contacts at the points play an es-
sential role.
Power consumption of this new
type of transistor is remarkably low.
The signal level often found in
modern electronic equipment is about
one-millionth of a watt. But a full
watt is ordinarily used to amplify
this signal by conventional vacuum
tubes. This is about like sending
a 12-car freight train, locomotive and
all, to carry a pound of butter. The
new transistor, unlike any earlier
amplifier, can be operated on about
a millionth of a watt, which is just
sufficient to carry the signal without
waste.
The power handling capacity, and
particularly the efficiency, on the
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Valls, Sr., e.e.
other hand, are high. The design
can readily be varied to permit a
power dissipation of approximately
two watts. Furthermore, the static
-.tharacteristics are so nearly ideal that
Class A efficiencies of 48 or 49 out
of a possible 50 per cent can be
realized. The efficiencies for Class
B and Class C operations are cor-
respondingly high, reaching as much
as 98 per cent.
Not only is the transistor a high-
ly efficient unit, but it is compact and
rugged. The transistor is enclosed
in a hard plastic bead about 3/16 inch
in diameter. Inside the bead three
electrical connections are fastened
to the germanium and are brought
out as "pigtails" through the bead.
This gives a very sturdy unit which
readily withstands severe shock tests.
Vibration tests in the audio fre-
quency range produce no measurable
microphonic noise.
The input and output impedances
are always positive, whether the tran-
sistor is connected grounded-emitter,
grounded-base, or grounded-collector.
This permits a great deal of freedom
in circuit design and makes it pos-
sible, by choosing the appropriate
connection, to obtain a considerable
variety of input and output imped-
ances.
Other salient characteristics of the
new junction-type transistor are its
relatively low noise figure and its
high gain. The noise figure is 1000
times less than that of its prede-
cessor.
While studies indicate that col-
lector capacitance limits the fre-
quency response at full gain to a few
kilocycles, it is possible by using a
suitable impedance mismatch to
maintain the frequency response flat
to at least one megacycle while still
obtaining a useful amount of gain.
At 1000 cps, most of the units have
a noise figure between 10 and 20 db.
Power gains of the order of 40 to 50
db per stage have been obtained.
Perhaps the most remarkable
feature of these transistors is their
ability to operate with exceedingly
small power consumption. A good
example of this is an audio oscillator
which requires for a power supply
only 6 microamperes at 0.1 volt. This
represents 0.6 microwatt of power
which contrasts sharply with the mil-
lion or more microwatts required to
heat the cathode of an ordinary re-
ceiving-type tube.
When the invention of the transis-
tors was first announced, they were
demonstrated as amplifiers for tele-
phone and television circuits, and
were to provide the functions of de-
tection and amplification as are found
in an ordinary radio set. A short
while later, scientists invented a type
Fig. 2. The newest transistor,
about 100,000 times requiring only a
which served as a photoelectric de-
vice, and many more applications of
the transistors are continuously be-
ing developed.
Both the transistor and the vacuum
tube depend for their operation on
one simple principle. Under proper
conditions, a small electrical charge
can control the flow of a large elec-
trical current. The charge can in-
crease, decrease, start, or stop the
2urrent, somewhat as the foot-throttle
controls the speed of an automobile.
The mechanism of the transistor's
control, however, lies within the
realm of the atom.
The 18 atoms of germanium—the
substance from which transistors are
manufactured — arrange themselves
in a lattice of geometrical perfection
with the space between atoms being
Continued on page 26
the n-p-n type, will amplify electrical signals
millionth the power of vacuum tubes.
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"Rosie is a He!?"
Now, hold your hats, Greencaps;
sophs, juniors and seniors best sit
down before reading further. The
object shown in the photograph ac-
companying this article is as old as
one of Rose's best known and loved
traditions. The photograph, proba-
bly taken in the spring of 1901, shows
the original elephant in all its glory.
It was sent to the Technic by Dr.
H. A. Schwartz, '01, with a descrip-
tion of its entry into Rose's athletic
and extra-curricular activities.
According to Dr. Schwartz, "the
elephant, embossed in low relief from
sheet steel, had been a clothing store
ad in a field up in the Otter Creek
neighborhood. It appeared surrepti-
tiously with the scoreboard on the
saddle blanket and attached to the
backstop at the old Institute's
grounds." Since that time Rosie has
become a school symbol and mascot;
the legend has pyramided. Dr.
Schwartz relates that this particular
elephant was once detached from the
backstop and was suspended from
the front of the tower of the
Indiana State Normal Building (now
I.S.T.C.).
He—Rosie
By Duane Pyle, sr. c.e., Allen Forsaith, sr. m.e
When first the elephant appeared
it had no name; it was thought of
as "he"; somewhere someone slipped
up, for the elephant is now "Rosie."
The original was black, it appears;
if an elephant can change color . . .
The Technic wishes to thank Dr.
Schwartz for the photograph and his
letter of explanation. Other alumni
having information regarding inci-
dents in "Rosie's" past are requested
to send them to the Technic. If
enough material is contributed,
Campus Survey will organize it into
a full length article.
St. Pat's Day Celebrations
Classes were dismissed at noon on
March 14, 1952, for the annual after-
noon tussle between the freshmen
and the sophomores in honor of St.
Patrick's Day. As usual, the festivi-
ties began with a basketball game
between the two classes. The fresh-
man fought valiently against an in-
spired sophomore team, but when the
final buzzer sounded the sophomores
had won.
In spite of their earlier defeat, how-
ever, the freshmen showed great
vigor in the tug-of-war contest. The
. circa 1901
tug-of-war was held across the
southern end of the big lake in spite
of protests (most of them too potent
to mention here) submitted by both
participating classes. Three contests
were held, with each contest theo-
retically having an entirely new
group pulling for each class. The
freshmen won the first and last pulls
but the sophomores managed to over-
power the frosh in the second grunt-
and-groan session.
After the tug-of-war, a somewhat
tired and partially wet group of
freshmen and sophomores clambered
down the hill from the lake on their
way to the deciding contest of the
afternoon—the "mud pole" fight.
The pole in question was about
twelve feet high, and at the top was
a little white cloth, securely fastened
with nails. The ground surrounding
the pole for a radius of about fifteen
feet was freshly plowed and watered
down so as to form a quagmire in
which the fight was to take place.
Suspense mounted rapidly as the
sophomores dug in and prepared
themselves for the savage onslaught.
The freshmen huddled on the football
field and discussed tactics until the
whistle sounded. At zero-hour the
freshmen charged violently into the
sophomores' ranks, their attack be-
ing slowed up somewhat by their
entry into the mud around the pole.
By some superhuman stroke of
genius the freshmen catapulted a
man up above the sophomores reach
and onto the slippery pole, and the
contest ended as abruptly as it had
begun. The flag fell; the freshmen
won; the sophomores departed while
the freshmen engaged in cheering and
back slapping in spite of their grimy
state.
The St. Pat's Dance, held in the
Rose auditorium from 9: 00 to 12: 00
on the evening of March 15, topped
off the weekend in fine fashion.
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k Fare11, soph. ch.e., Jesse W. Foreman, soph. ch.e.
Music was furnished by Jimmy
Holler's orchestra. Of the many po-
tential Rip Van Winkles attending
the dance, Bob Sutton triumphed in
the beard-growing contest with a
formidable growth worthy of Blue-
beard himself. Bud Hall, vice-
president of the Freshman Class, ac-
cepted the traditional pipe symbol-
izing the victory of the freshmen in
the Pat's Day activities from Al
Forsaith. The dance formed a peace-
ful and fitting conclusion to a won-
derful weekend.
Taylor Edges Engineers 581/2 to
53Y2
In a meet decided by the final
event, the cinder stompers from
Taylor edged the Engineers 581/2 to
531/, The victory was by virtue of
a win by three yards in the last event,
the mile relay.
Taylor started the meet by taking
first and seconds in the one and two
mile events. Don Snape claimed
both thirds for Rose. Bob Mogle,
in his first try at shot putting, heaved
the iron pill just two inches short of
the winning mark for a second.
Top scoring honors for the evening
went to Harry Badger who collected
15 points on firsts in the high jump,
pole vault, and broad jump. In the
dashes Maurice Jones finished second
in the 60 while "Rapid Robert" Fail-
ing and Lloyd McGrew copped a
first and third respectively in the 440.
Sam Kowal, freshman hurdling sen-
sation, again took both the 60 yard
high and low hurdles for 10 points.
He was seconded in the highs by Mac
Fehsenfeld and in the lows by
Maurice Jones.
The combo of Duane Pyle and Bob
Mogle raced around the oval ahead
of all opposition to bag the sprint
relay. Hot on their heels was the
fair pair of "Rapid Robert.' Failing
and Maurice Jones.
Hanover Outruns Engineers
63'/ to 49%
In the first indoor track meet of the
1952 season the thinlyclads from
Hanover outran the Fighting En-
gineers by a score of 631/2 to 4924t.
Hanover got off to a fast start,
pointwise, by sweeping the shot put.
However, in the second event, Don
Snape broke the tape ahead of the
pack to score 5 for the rose and
white. Maurice Jones crossed the
finish line third in the 60 yard dash
to pick up a point. Crash helmets
were the order of the day as the
440 developed into a running battle
which saw "Rapid Robert" Failing
finish second. Casten of Hanover was
disqualified in this race.
Sam Kowal racked up 10 points
by finishing first in both the 60 yard
high and low hurdle events. In the
2 mile (24 laps) marathon event Don
Snape sewed up 3 points for the
Engineers by plodding across the line
for a second.
The mile relay team of Bob Mogle,
Lloyd McGrew, Jim Burgett, and
Bob Failing circled the track in
3: 53.2 equaling the best indoor time
for last year.
R.O.T.C. Seniors
The individual star of the meet was
Harry Badger who added 13 points
to the cause with firsts in the pole
vault and high jump and a second
in the broadjump.
Tour Ordnance Depot
Recently, the sixteen M.S. IV
students shown in the "somewhere
on this page" photograph toured
the expanses of the Terre Haute
Ordnance Depot under the Super-
vision of Lt. Col. H. F. Brook,
PMS&T of the Rose Military Depart-
ment. The photograph shows the
group in the office of Colonel Fer-
rar, commander of the depot. On
the tour, which lasted about two
hours, the students were briefed on
the workings of the various depart-
ments of the depot organization. This
briefing was illustrated by visits to
the different departments of the
depot where the students observed
the operations by which the depot
personnel manage to stack things
where they can unstack them at the
drop of a requisition. The touring
students were impressed by the com-
plicated workings of the system used
at the depot.
Tour T.H.0.1).
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No Support for Melting Metals
We have never seen the Indian
rope trick, but we have recently
witnessed something just as in-
credible—the melting of aluminum
placed between two slightly conical
horizontal coils of copper spaced a
few inches apart and supplied with
energy at 10,000 cycles. A switch was
closed and the aluminum liAerally
floated up into space midway be-
tween the coils. It began to spin
furiously, bobbing slightly as though
supported on invisible soft springs.
Soon it glowed red, began to soften,
and finally turned to a bright liquid.
As it did so, it assumed the shape of
a rapidly turning toy top. The power
shut off, the molten aluminum
dropped to a crucible below where
it solidified almost instantly.
This bit of levitation melting was
the outcome of efforts of research
ergineers to prepare more nearly
pure metals. When a high-tempera-
ture metal, such as zirconium, vana-
dium, molybdenum, or titanium is
melted in a crucible, there is inevi-
tably some reaction with the refrac-
tory materials. But obviously if the
Levitatiln Melting
a&lecateit
By Fritz Wheeler, jr., e.e., John Rinke
metal could be melted without touch-
ing anything, except molecules of gas
—as if done in sufficiently good
vacuum—greater purity would be ob-
tained. Thus a metal could be rid of
volatile impurities without absorb-
ing others in the process. Also, al-
loying agents could be added to the
molten metal while still suspended.
The induced currents would auto-
matically provide thorough stirring
of the molten mass.
So far this process has been ap-
plied successfully to laboratory melts
involving small samples, and to a
very limited number of metals.
Nevertheless, float melting has been
employed to advantage in research
for metals in lamps, electronic tubes,
and other high-temperature applica-
tions, particularly where it is not
necessary to carry the temperature of
the metal beyond its melting point.
Investigations are being continued
with the aim of surmounting such
problems as power requirements and
physical forces related to the general
problem.
Push-Button Jets
An automatic pilot designed to re-
lieve U.S. Navy fliers of 90 per cent
of their "stick and rudder" work was
announced recently by the General
Electric Company, which described
the device as a major step toward
complete push button control of
high-speed jet interceptor planes.
Engineers said the new autopilot
"does just about everything a human
pilot can do except actually take the
plane off the ground and land it,'
controls the plane with accuracy and
stability at near-sonic speeds, and
can be used in such maneuvers as
gunnery runs on enemy aircraft.
Designated the G-3, the autopilot
was developed with the co-operation
of the Navy's Bureau of Aerorautics.
It is designed for use in such high-
speed Navy jet fighters as the
Douglas F3D-2 Skyknight, the Grum-
man F9F-5P Panther, and the Doug-
las A2D attack plane.
The G-3 will hold the plane auto-
matically at the desired barometric
altitude, heading and attitude. The
pilot can put the plane through
maneuvers he wishes by means of
push buttons and a miniature control
stick which moves under finger-tip
pressure. When the human pilot
wants the autopilot to take over, he
pushes a button and the device holds
the airplane at the same heading and
attitude it was in when the button
was pushed. If this attitude is other
than level flight, the automatic pilot
will smoothly and automatically re-
turn the airplane to level when an-
other button is pushed.
The human pilot pushes still an-
other button to hold the plane at the
desired barometric altitude. By
means of the miniature control stick
located on the right side of the cock-
pit, and using only light pressure,
he can cause the plane to turn left
or right, climb or dive in a smooth,
co-ordinated motion. In addition to
providing automatic control of the
plane, the G-3 also is used as a "yaw
damper" during manual flight to
stabilize the airplane and improve its
steadiness as a gun platform.
A unique safety provision prevents
the human pilot from engaging the
auotpilot if the latter is not properly
synchronized to the airplane's flight
conditions. Newly-designed, non-
tumbling gyros permit the plane to
maneuver through complete loops
and rolls without disabling the gyro-
scopes through tumbling. The G-3
system consists of a G-2 compass, a
vertical gyro and a rate gyro which
feed electric signals into an amplifier.
The amplified signals are then ap-
plied to one or more of three motor-
driven actuators which move the air-
plane's control surfaces.
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Rocket Engine Fueling Apparatus
Successful interception of aerial
aggressors by lightning-fast rocket-
engine-powered interceptor planes
of the future may depend on a mobile
refueling system developed by en-
gineers of Republic Aviation Cor-
poration, of Farmingdale, N. Y. The
earthbound vehicle, which may have
a very important influence on air-
craft which fly 10 miles above the
earth, is a giant 12½-ton mobile
rocket engine servicing truck. The
unit's significance lies in the fact that
it is the first apparatus of its kind
capable of fueling a rocket-propelled
airplane quickly. This is important
because in interception every second
counts, and rocket planes cannot be
fueled until just before take-off, due
to the highly volatile nature of the
fuel which is used.
Thus, it is impossible to keep
rocket interceptor planes fueled and
ready to go. But, at the same time,
if an interceptor mission is unable
to take off quickly it would be un-
able to meet a swiftly-approaching
enemy at a sufficient distance to
destroy his planes before they can
reach their target. In addition to
the rapid fueling aspect, extensive
safety precautions must be taken be-
cause inadvertent mixing of the two
propellants that make up rocket fuel
could cause a disastrous explosion.
The truck solves these problems of
servicing—quickly and safely—the
rocket engines which will provide
super-power for the fast-climbing,
high-speed interceptors like the Re-
public XF-91, which is undergoing
tests at Edwards Air Force Base in
California's Mojave Desert.
To date, fueling of rocket-propelled
aircraft has taken relatively long time
periods. The XS-1, first airplane to
fly faster than sound, was fueled by
placing the craft under the liquid
oxygen storage tank and allowing
the fuel to feed by gravity from the
tank overnight. The D-558, second
announced supersonic plane, was
fueled with liquid oxygen at a re-
mote storage tank and the airplane
was then transported on a special
truck to the test base. In both cases,
the other essential propellant—a
water-alcohol mixture—and pressur-
izing nitrogen gas were serviced in
saparate operations from portable
facilities.
The Republic truck is the only unit
of its kind capable of servicing an
aircraft with both propellants and the
pressurizing gas simultaneously from
a single source. The truck has a
large tank in the rear designed to
hold 900 gallons of liquid oxygen.
The tank is double-walled, effectively
insulated, and is, in effect, a giant
thermos bottle designed to keep
oxygen in its liquid state at minus
300 degrees Fahrenheit for many
hours. At the forward end of the
truck is a 700-gallon tank holding the
water-alcohol mixture. This, com-
bined with the truck's eight nitrogen
bottles, completes the storage facili-
ties. Additional equipment on the
truck includes an Air Force type B-8
engine-generator, a fire extinguishing
system, a compressor and an electric
pump. The entire rig can be operated
by as few as two men.
Precision Measurements
Eliwination of variables in precise
measurement techniques is always
a problem and is doubly so in the
big new addition to the Engineering
Hall at Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology in Pittsburgh. Herein is
located the research laboratories of
the American Petroleum Institute
(API), a service organization for the
entire industry. In addition, many
graduate and undergraduate chemi-
cal and chemical engineering labs
are involved in delicate measuring
projects. Westinghouse Sturtevant
fans, air-conditioning, and heating
units play an indispensable role in
the maintenance of required atmos-
pheric conditions and removal of un-
desirable fumes in the labs.
In one section of the API, two re-
searchers, below, check the purity
of a hydrocarbon by measuring its
freezing point. By use of the plati-
num resistance thermometer and an
extremely accurate resistance bridge,
they will be able to obtain an ac-
curacy within 0.002'C in freezing
point comparisons. Of course, it is
imperative that the atmospheric con-
ditions here remain constant, and in
the required state. A Sturtevant
heating and ventilating unit, is per-
haps the largest single aid in this
endeavor.
In other sections of the building,
temperature measurements as ac-
curate as 0.001°C are made in such a
way that humidity is an important
factor. Again Westinghouse air
conditioning units contribute greatly
in obtaining this end.
Freezing Point Determination
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A lesson that Detroit might well
learn is that taught by the Jaguar
motor car. The Jaguar Motor Com-
pany has produced a car with su-
perior balancing and suspension,
surer and quicker steering, and a
twenty-mile-per-hour speed edge
over anything now rolling off the
Detroit production lines. What is
more, either of the two models now
in quantity production delivers for
about $4,000—a very reasonable price
considering the number being made.
The most famous of the Jaguars
is the XK. 120 Super Sports. In
reality a high-speed touring car of
the convertible type, this machine
has piled up an enviable record in
sports-car races. Running against
many "all out" racing machines, the
XK. 120 has demonstrated its superi-
ority in winning in Europe the 1950
and the 1951 Alpine Trial, the 1949
and the 1951 Silverstone, and the
R.A.C. Tourist Trophy in 1950 and
1951. In the United States the Jaguar
was outstanding in winning the Palm
Springs Road Race.
The yartisaii
By Alfred Bosley, jr., m.e.
But all has not been rosy red with
the "Jag." The XK. 120 got off to
a bad start as it had a nasty habit
of running out of brakes at the wrong
time. Also the car had been having
trouble in the cooling department.
The stock radiator would just not
carry the extra load of hard road
races. Recently the brakes have
been made better and the cooling
improved.
What is it that puts the XK. 120
in its place as one of the world's
finest high-speed touring cars?—the
engine, the weight, and the weight
distribution.
The engine is a six-cylinder, twin
overhead cam type, with a bore of
3.27 inches and a stroke of 4.17
inches. When using a 7.1 to 1 com-
pression ratio, the horsepower is 160
at 5,400 rpm. The weight of this
car, 2500 lbs, is distributed such that
approximately 48 rests on the front
and 52 '4 on the rear wheels.
After the 1950 LeMans trial when
the signal was that all stops were
out in the sports car class the Jaguar
The Jaguar XK-C (Competition Model)
engineers went to work to produce a
competition car that was second to
none. This they did in the XK. 120 C.
The regular XK engine was hopped
up to better than 200 horsepower and
the chassis only vaguely resembled
the XK. 120. This was a special car
strictly for competition use. Time
and time again in the 1951 LeMans
it reached speeds of 150 mph and
better, and had acceleration proper-
ties that had every other car on the
course gasping for breath. It was
in June 1951, that the Jaguar finally
earned its place among the auto-
motive immortals by smashing every
course record and running away with
the LeMans trophy.
But the Jaguar engineers did not
spend all their time on the "C". A
fairly recent addition to the Jaguar
line is the 3½ liter Mark VII Saloon.
This five-place enclosed car is also
powered by the famed XK twin over-
head camshaft engine and will step
comfortably over the 100 mph mark.
In contrast to many of the British
Concluded on page 32
The Jaguar XK.120 winning the 1951 Silverstone 1-Hour Race.
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Ever use this ring around your bathtub?
ERHAPS you didn't know that if you
sprinkle a little of a synthetic detergent
in the tub before you draw your bath, you'll
have lots of suds and no dirty ring around
the tub.
Synthetic detergents—as well as aspirin,
nylon, plastics, synthetic rubber and hun-
dreds of other products—are made with
benzene, Cal., normally obtained from coal
tar. There's now a demand for benzene such
as has never been before. But production of
benzene from coke ovens cannot be greatly
expanded. So it's easy to see why, even be-
fore the cold war got hotter, it was good
news that Standard Oil and other petroleum
companies could manufacture benzene and
other aromatics from petroleum.
During World War II, Standard Oil made
"nitration grade" toluene for TNT manu-
facturers . . . as much annually as the pre-
vious production of all of the nation's coke
ovens. Today, it appears that these facilities
are more urgently needed to help supply the
great demand for benzene. Plans also call
for production of toluene and xylene of suf-
ficient purity for much needed solvents and
for aviation gasoline. Also possible are addi-
tional facilities to again make "nitration
grade- toluene for TNT production when
needed.
Thus Standard Oil's technically trained
men have helped develop a vast new source
of aromatics, a vast new reservoir of strength
for American fighting forces. Increased sup-
plies of aromatics also mean better living for
American civilians. All of us, even the small
boy who no longer has to scrub the ring
from a bathtub, can thank them.
Standard Oil Company
9W South Michigan Avenue Chicago 80, Illinois
STAN DAR D
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Bob Miller, soph., e.e., Dick Myhre, jr., m.e.,
Jack Freely, soph., c.e., Erv Ulbrich, soph., e.e.
Sigma Nu
"Spring is sprung, the grass has
riz'
'I wonder where everyone's pin
is 
With the entrance of spring several
of the brothers were minus their
pins. Those taking the fatal step are
William O'Brien who pinned Miss
Helen Myers of Marshall, Ill.; Ric
Werking who pinned Miss Jan Mc
Bride of Mays, Ind.; and Vern Bis-
chopink who is engaged to Miss
Margaret Akers of Mecca, Ind.
A pledging ceremony held on
March 6 marked the initial step in
becoming a brother of Sigma Nu
for the fine pledge class taken by
Beta Upsilon this semester. The
pledges are John Crisp, Jerry Hebb,
Carl North, Jim Tatooles, Bill Bor-
ing, Phil Kirk, Dick Phegley, Bob
Mogle, Dick Matthews, and pledge
captain Don Wood.
Alpha Tau Omega
63 Gilbert has been quite a busy
place since the new "crop" of pledges
has arrived. Several functions have
been the order of the day to initiate
the fellows into the social circle of
ATO. Regular dinner meetings are
being scheduled in order to get the
chapter together informally each
week. Each Friday night dinner is
served at the house and the actives
and pledges get together for some
real food and a high time. A word
of congratulations is in order to the
pledges for their continued combined
efforts in keeping the dwelling up to
par in cleanliness. "Lash" Willian is
especially happy with this phase of
the pledge duties for it seems as if
Clyde is allergic to dust and dirt.
His room is always one of the clean-
est in the house—it took hardly any
effort to clean it up in preparation
for rush.
Something new has been added!
Anyone who has recently been in
the living room of the house and has
glanced at the mantle over the fire-
place has noticed them. It seems
that all the milk lovers of the fra-
ternity have cooperated in buying
the "purtiest" set of milk mugs ever
to decorate the mantle. It has been
the effort of each proud possessor to
outdo the other in selecting the
sharpest nickname to be painted on
his. Ask the man who owns one. . .
Gamma Gamma is gradually be-
coming well stocked with those men
who have given away finger decora-
tions studded with the hardest form
of carbon. The most recent member
of this group is Stan Updike, who
gave a diamond ring to Miss Betty
Leachman of I.S.T.C. Hearty con-
gratulations to the couple. When's
the date Stan—or should we ask
Betty?
Theta Xi
Rush was the big item on Kappa
chapter's agenda this month. The
chapter would like to take this
chance to congratulate its new
pledges: Jim Hansen, Mike Kalber,
"Big Dick" Kerestury, and Bill
Scharpenberg. Bill Ennis also was
pledged recently.
Looming on the horizon for Kappa
chapter was the BIG social event of
the year, the Bowery Ball. It is
planned to have all dates sign away
their good behavior during the Ball,
and so a good time will certainly
be had at 1701 Chestnut. Brother
Mook reports that during the evening
sometime, the Existentialists are
planning their annual revolt.
Brother Guiler recently took his
turn at supporting the Cuban econo-
my by supplying the brothers with
big green cigars.
Kappa's new alley basketball court
has been having hard use this spring.
For further details, consult "Open
Your Eyes, Now" Elsey or "Hooper'
Reinking.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Kappa successfully closed
the current rush season by pledging
a group of fine young men, namely,
Dick Gordon, Jim Lott, Don Snape,
Bud Beaman, Larry Samuels, Bud
Hall, and Dave Hackett. A banquet
was held at the house after rush;
among the guests were two illustrious
story-tellers—Prof. 0. L. Stock and
Dr. C. E. Kircher. With Pledge
Trainer Bill Chambers cracking the
whip, the neophytes elected Dick
Gordon as Pledge Captain, and then
proceeded to accumulate demerits.
An open house was held after the
St. Pat's Dance and a few hours
later the members hauled themselves
out of bed and held a picnic at
Turkey Run State Park. On the
evening of the St. Pat's Dance, the
very foundation of bachelorhood was
shaken when Bill Foreman pinned
Miss Pat Dixon of Louisville. Our
wondering High Alpha surrendered
his last vestige of freedom when he
announced his engagement to Miss
Mary Cale of Evansville. The wed-
ding will take place on May 10.
A hurried inventory of Theta
Kappa Zeta would show that a large
share of the senior members have
gone the way of all great lovers.
There are rumors to the effect that
Roy Moody is becoming more gre-
garious with the other gender and
that something is beginning to wOrry
him. Willie Post has asked his dad
for a larger sum of money than
usual — can he be contemplating
something? Ron Smith has ordered
his pin, and Ken Le Forge is look-
ing more dreamy-eyed than ever
after every trip to De Pauw. It can
indeed be said that the flowers are
blooming and the bees are buzzing.
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how cold.
"DRY ICE" (Solid CO. gas) refrigerates
your blood donation to preserve its life-
giving effectiveness during its flight overseas.
This same gas also sparkles soft drinks,
and helps keep food fresh.
af the fronfiers orprogrea you'll fnd
It's a long step from reclaiming highly critical nickel and chro-
mium to the refrigeration of whole blood — yet Air Reduction takes
it in stride.
Why? Because Airco's business is the business of America — a cor-
porate family that contributes to the basic activities of American
life and industry — a corporate family that depends on each in-
dividual member for the techniques and knowledge to benefit indus-
tries as diverse as aircraft manufacture and food packaging .
medical therapy and shipbuilding.
In fact, wherever progress is racing ahead, not inching to new
frontiers, you'll find an Air Reduction Product.
AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INCORPORATED
ow hot?
Oxygen bubbled through molten
stainless steel scrap, removes
impurities and reclaims badly
needed nickel and chromium.
Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY, AIR
REDUCTION PACIFIC COMPANY, AIR RE-
DUCTION MAGNOLIA COMPANY... Indus-
trial Gases, Welding and Cutting Equipment
• AIRCO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
DIVISION • NATIONAL CARBIDE COM-
PANY... Calcium Carbide • OHIO CHEMI-
CAL & SURGICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
OHIO CHEMICAL PACIFIC COMPANY . . .
Medico! Gases — Apparatus — Hospital
Equipment • PURE CARBONIC COMPANY
... Carbonic Gas and "Dry-Ice" • AIRCO
COMPANY INTERNATIONAL . . . Export •
AIR REDUCTION CHEMICAL COMPANY.
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OIL WILL SHAPE THE FUTURE of mankind, they say,
which may be true. But one thing is sure: oil is
essential to our present security. And many prod-
ucts of U.S. Steel are widely used to wrest oil from
the earth: "Oilwell" drilling and pumping equip-
ment, National Pipe, Tiger Brand Wire Lines,
Universal Atlas Cement, and a host of others.
WHAT HAS A STEEL MILL to do with soil
conditioning? A lot. For some of the
products of steel-making are ideal for
agricultural use. For example, many
southern farmers use Tennessee Basic
Slag to add phosphorus and lime to
the soil, stimulate luxurious crops.
Look at the picture: at left, test crop
of crimson clover and barley grown on
badly eroded land conditioned with
Basic Slag; at right, result of same
planting without Basic Slag.
0 v TEL can
MAN SIZE! When you can step into its mouth and look down its
throat like this, you've got a scroll casing for a hydroelectric tur-
bine that's really big! This one, of welded steel construction, has a
98-inch inlet, a 132-inch bore. It's made by United States Steel.
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o so many jobs so well
WHOPPER. This 96-inch lathe in the Homestead District Works of U.S. Steel
can turn and bore a 110-ton piece of steel that's 8 feet in diameter and 66 feet
long! But to produce quality forgings, it takes fine steel and skilled craftsmen,
as well as modern machines. United States Steel has all three.
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT STEEL. In making the products that are sold under the
United States Steel trade-mark, U.S. Steel buys materials from nearly 54,000 other companies
... and over 40% of all money received by U.S. Steel for its products is paid out to these suppliers.
THE DEFENSE PROGRAM calls for steel and more
steel. . . for weapons, ships, planes, even lowly
barbed wire like this. Only steel can do so
many jobs so well. And fortunately, United
States Steel and the more than 200 other steel
companies in America are able to produce enor-
mous quantities of this vital metal . . . more
than all the rest of the world put together.
This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel
to ... The Theatre Guild on the Alt, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel. National Broadcasting Company, coast-to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and station.
NITED STATES STEEL ,74,waddaTe., enea
3ICAN BRIDGE—AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE..COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL ..CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL.. GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING.. NATIONAL TUBE
NELL SUPPLY _ TENNESSEE COAL & IRON—UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS.. UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY „Divisiows of UNITED STATES STEEL COMPANY, PITTSBURGH
GUNNISON HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
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Quat Men ei Science
Ma /z Plaiitch
Like so many great discoveries,
one of the foundations of modern
physics was born of a mistake—
a mistake in theory this time, not an
experimental accident. When Max
Planck derived his equation govern-
ing the energy of radiation emitted
from a black-body he fortunately
overlooked certain considerations.
Einstein has said that if Planck had
been more careful in his thinking he
might never have thought of postu-
lating energy quanta, and the uni-
versal constant, h, would not have
been discovered. However, fortune
smiled, and the idea of "atoms of
energy" has been expanded into the
modern relativistic quantum theory
which is leading us to ever clearer
interpretations of chemistry and
nuclear physics.
Max Planck was born in 1858 in
Kiel, Germany and entered the
Maximillian Gymnasium at Munich
at the age of nineteen. Young Max
was uncertain as to whether he
should study music, physics, or
classical philology, but chose physics
against the wishes of Jolly, then pro-
fessor of physics at the Gymnasium.
Like so many others toward the close
of the Nineteenth Century, Jolly had
decided that there was nothing re-
By Alvin B. Thomas, Sr., ch.e.
maining to be discovered in physics.
Planck studied under some of the
greatest minds of the late 1800's in-
cluding Kirchhoff and Helmholtz, but
found them dull teachers. Planck has
remarked: "We had the feeling that
in these lectures, Helmholtz was at
least as bored as we were." Much
of Planck's education, therefore, came
from outside reading; the works of
Rudolph Clausius particularly stimu-
lated Planck in his study of thermo-
dynamics.
When he was twenty-one Planck
finished his doctor's thesis without
the aid of his teachers. Planck ex-
tended the concept of entropy to ir-
reversible processes, but his fruit-
ful ideas were not recognized by
physicists. Without being discour-
aged Planck continued his work with
entropy, heterogeneous equlibria,
and other aspects of thermodynamics
until finally in 1885 he was ap-
pointed a professor at the University
of Kiel. One of Planck's major con-
tributions to science was his enuncia-
tion with Nernst of the Third Law
of thermodynamics.
In 1900 Planck derived his radia-
tion law, defined the elementary
quantum of action, and computed the
value of the constant h. These con-
cepts, while not at first recognized,
soon led physicists to revise their
ideas of energy. Now the elaborate
and complex quantum theory stands
beside Einstein's relativity as the
framework of all modern physics.
It is a tribute to Planck's char-
acter that despite criticism and lack
of recognition he was able to carry
on and follow the paths upon which
his mind led him; a lesser man might
have become discouraged, much to
the detriment of physics. Excep-
tional hardship was placed on Planck
by the death of six of his children
at an early age and by the loss of a
son in each World War. Max Planck
was a physically vigorous man who
had a strong need of exercise. He
climbed the mountain Jungfrau at
the age of seventy-two and another
at seventy-nine. Music was a source
of great relaxation to him. He was
a gifted pianist and was active in
church choirs and in theatricals; lie
found time to write plays, songs, and
even an operetta. The world lost a
physicist of the first rank and friends
a man beloved for his strength and
simplicity when Max Planck died in
1947 at the age of eighty-five.
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Power at your finger tip
Nearly everything you do today is done easier, quicker and better— thanks to electricity
If you are an average American worker you use the strength
of nine horses each working hour of the day.
WHERE DO YOU GET SUCH POWER—Merely by flick-
ing a switch .. . for by that simple act you are tapping the
vast sources of electric energy that are ready to work for
all of us in the home and on the job.
Today, the use of electric power has grown to where a
single factory uses more electricity than an entire city used
a generation ago. And your home—with its electric appli-
ances, lighting and other conveniences — consumes more
power than was used in yesterday's factory.
NEW MATERIALS WERE NEEDED—This great progress
could not have been achieved without the many new and
better materials which make possible today's larger and
more efficient power generating equipment.
A JOB FOR ALLOY STEEL—Giant turbines and gener-
ators, for example, couldn't stand up under terrific heat,
pressure, wear and corrosion if it weren't for steels made
tough and enduring by alloying metals.
Improved plastics also do their part in better insulation
and protective coatings. And carbon brushes are as vital to
huge generators as they are to )our vacuum cleaner motor.
FOR MORE POWER—Developing and producing alloys,
plastics, carbons and many other better materials for our
power industry are but a few of the many ways in which
the people of Union Carbide serve all of us.
STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS
Learn more about the many fields in which Union
Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for the
free illustrated booklet "Products and Processes"
which describes the various activities of UCC in the
fields of ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and
PLASTICS. Ask for booklet A-2.
UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
$O EAST OSPID STREET ITRA NEW YORK 17, N. T.
 UCC's Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include 
ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys. NATIONAL Carbons • ACHESON Electrodes • PYROFAX Gas • EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries
BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics • PREsT-O-LITE Acetylene • Litspg Oxygen • PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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•MAUMEE
WASHED
COALS
CLEANER
HOTTER
BETTER
"Specific Coals
for
Specific Results"
BYRD BROS.,
Nehi Bottling Co.
Bottlers of Royal Crown Cola
And Nehi Beverages
Best By Taste Test
C-3054
1348 Sycamore
741114Mai Aleal4
By William Scharpenberg, fresh.
H. Lorin Thompson
'88 Air. George M. Davis, M.E.,
died March 9, 1952, at his home,
1210 South Seventh Street, follow-
ing a long illness. He had practiced
law in Vigo county for more than
fifty years. He was born in Wave-
land and came to Terre Haute at an
early age, receiving his education in
the Terre Haute Schools.
Graduating from Rose in 1888, Mr.
Davis decided to take up law and re-
ceived his law degree from the Uni-
versity of Michigan. After receiving
his degree, he returned to Terre
Haute to practice law with his father,
Judge Sidney Davis.
During World War I, Mr. Davis
served as a member of the Vigo
County Draft Board. Among his
other civic activities was his service
for the Board of Childrens' Guar-
diar s. He helped to organize the
local chapter of the Izaak Walton
League and was one of the Old Boys
of the Terre Haute Lodge No. 86,
Benevolent Protective Order of Elks.
Mr. Davis is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Virginia Turman of
San Mateo, Calif.; a sister, Miss
Grace Davis, with whom he made
his home; two grandchildren, three
nieces and two nephews.
'01, '03 Mr. G. Harry Clay, Ch.E.,
announced that four Rose
graduates are to receive certificates
of fifty year membership at the com-
ing split meeting of the American
Chemical Society. The four Rose
men are Mr. Clay, '01, Mr. R. B.
Arnold, Ch.E., '03, Mr. I. J. Cox,
Ch.E., '03, and Mr. H. E. Wiedemann,
Ch.E., '0'3.
'21 Mr. R. R. Owens, Ch.E., was
just elected president and
general manager of the Cyrus Wil-
liam Rice & Company Incorporated.
This corporation is the oldest indus-
trial water consultant in our country
and their scope of activity is inter-
national.
'34 Mr. H. Lorin Thompson, C.E.,
announced that Mr. R. E. Koon had
retired from the partnership, and
that the name of the consulting firm
was changed from Stevens & Koon
Engineers to Stevens & Thompson
Engineers. Mr. Thompson was made
a partner in this firm on January
1, 1946. Prior to coming into this
firm, he was on the Civil Engineering
Staff of the Technological Institute
of Northwestern University, Evans-
ton.
The personnel of Stevens & Thomp-
son is at the present time thirty-five,
this number including the Associates
of the firm. The firm has designed
and constructed several power plants
with transmission lines and substa-
tions. The Portland sewerage project
has thirteen of the twenty-six pump-
ing stations designed by Stevens &
Thompson Engineers.
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THE FUTURE OF THE YOUNG ENGINEER at Western Electric is
limited only by his own ability, by his vision to see what lies ahead
and by his capacity to work for the goal he sets himself. Recent
developments such as microwave radio relay networks for tele-
phone calls and television programs — operator and customer dial-
ing of long distance calls — automatic message accounting — new
secret electronic equipment for the Armed Forces — promise an
ever widening field for him.
MANY ENGINEERING TALENTS ARE REQUIRED. Most are used in
creating plans, machines and technological methods to convert raw
materials into thousands of different precisely manufactured
articles. Here at Western, the engineer translates the stream of
new designs from Bell Telephone Laboratories into terms of prac-
tical production. It is his job — a fascinating and satisfying one
— to provide the ways and means of reproducing the laboratory
model, as economically as possible, in whatever quantity the Bell
Telephone System needs. And even after production is rolling, his
efforts are unceasing in the search for improved methods, tools
and materials which will result in a better product or a lower
unit cost.
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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Hitting modern military targets
poses ever-new
engineering problems
Increasing emphasis in speed and mobility in modern
warfare intensifies the problem of destroying
the target — takes it out of the reach of manual ability
and into the realm of electronics. Electrical
and mechanical engineering — of the highest skill
and ingenuity — are required.
Since 1918, Arma Corporation has worked closely with
our Armed Forces and American Industry in
pioneering and developing equipment to solve such
problems. Today, Arma is in the forefront in
supplying these precision instruments for our nation's
defense, through techniques which tomorrow
can be widely applied.
This booklet — "Engineering at Arma" — describes in
detail the challenges of on engineering career at Arma.
It con open new horizons to you. Write today for your
copy to Engineering Division, Arma Corporation, 254 36th
Street, Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
ARMACORPOR A TIO N
254 36th Street, Brooklyn 32, N.Y
SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN BOSCH CORPORATION
34 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN INSTRUMENTATION
QUALITY direllgiMPRECISII II
iNSTROMENT
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iding light
in a new age of d I scovery
Despite what has alreadybeen accom-
plished, the science of electronics is
young. You can expect the electron to
become even more useful—to you, in
your home, and to the nation.
How useful it can be is seen in the ad-
vances already made by RCA scientists—
such as the picture tube of your television
set ... the image orthicon television cam-
era, used by every studio in the nation
. . . the amazing electron microscope,
which magnifies as much as 200,000
times. RCA scientists now work toward
NW,
new advances—more powerful television
sets. . . all-electronic color television . . .
UHF television . . . new electronic sys-
tems for industry and our Armed Forces.
To RCA scientists, the challenge of tomor-
row is more interesting than yesterday's suc-
cess. This pioneering spirit assures you finer
quality in every product and service of RCA
and RCA Victor.
•
See the latest in radio, television, and electronics at
RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America.
RCA Building, New York 20, N. Y.
The David Sarnoff Research Center
of RCA at Princeton, N. J.
CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH PAY —AT RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RDA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers ( including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
World leader in radio—first in television
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utter void. At a temperature of
absolute zero (-458°F) where all
matter comes to absolute rest, there
are no stray electrons wandering
through the lattice—as would be the
case at 70°F, or at even one degree
above absolute zero. Thus at abso-
lute zero, germanium becomes an in-
sulator as a current of electricity is
constituted by swarms of electrons
drifting through wires or other con-
ductors.
At room temperature germanium
can conduct an electric current,
though not nearly so effectively as
copper or silver. Hence, it is called
a semiconductor. When heat waves
and other radiation bombard ger-
manium, its entire lattice structure
goes into a vibration which man's
senses detect as warmth or, depend-
ing upon its intensity, as heat. At
70°F electrons circle wildly; and
some, torn from their orbits, ricochet
as current through the empty spaces
between nuclei, making germanium
a semiconductor.
Arsenic and gallium have, respec-
tively, five and three electrons in
their outer shell. These atoms can
take the place of germanium atoms
in the crystal. Four of arsenic's elec-
trons serve naturally as bonds, and
the fifth is dislodged for conduction
by thermal vibration. Gallium's
electrons form only three bonds with
the resulting "hole" acting like a
positive electron. Each impurity
atom then tends to furnish one elec-
tron, or one hole carrier, depending
upon its chemical nature. As previ-
ously stated, in germanium arsenic
is an n-type impurity (donor),
whereas gallium is a p-type impurity
(acceptor).
Thus an arsenic atom loses its
weakly bound electron which begins
a random migration through the lat-
tice. Its deserted proton, now un-
neutralized, gives the atom a positive
charge. Since the gallium atom can
form only three bonds, a "hole.' is
• LEROY* Lettering equipment is standard in drafting rooms
everywhere. No special skill is needed for perfect, regular
lettering and symbol drawing. There ore LEROY templates in
a variety of alphabets and sizes, as well as for electrical,
welding, map, geological, mathematical and other symbols
that the draftsman needs. •trade Marka
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
1.7
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
Drafting,
Reproduction and
Surreling Equipriunt
and Materials,
Slide Rules,
Measuring Tapes.
thus created in the bond structure.
Vibration then dislodges a nearby
electron which drops into the hole
which then creates a new hole—in
effect, the hole moves.
Because both electrons and "holes"
carry charges and thus respond to
electric fields or "potentials," they
will move in a field set up by a bat-
tery. With a battery connected
across a crystal of germanium, the
resulting voltage drops through the
crystal create a potential incline or
hill so that the electrons "slide"
downhill while the holes, being posi-
tively charged, defy it and "balloon.'
uphill.
When one portion of a germanium
crystal has been impregnated with
arsenic and the other portion with
gallium, the electrons migrate into
the gallium area leaving positively
charged atoms behind. Similarly, the
gallium becomes negative when the
positive holes desert it, resulting in
a potential hill rise within the crystal,
thus halting further migration and
confining both the electrons and holes
to their own areas.
By sandwiching a thin strip of gal-
lium-germanium between two end
portions of arsenic-germanium, the
electrons and holes distribute their
charges to form three layers and
erect potential hills or barriers
making an n-p-n junction transistor.
Now neither the electrons nor holes
can carry current through the lattice
because electrons cannot climb over
hills, as explained in the preceding
paragraph, nor can the holes go down-
hill.
To make the transistors amplify,
batteries are connected with it
through a microphone and loud-
speaker. The externally applied po-
tential from the loudspeaker circuit
deepens the hill's side at the junc-
tion nearest it. A weak microphone
current can then similarly depress
the hill's peak which now effective-
ly prevents flow of a strong current
through the loudspeaker.
The transistor amplifies (like a
vacuum tube) when a weak "mike"
current creates a field bucking that
is set up in the crystal by its atoms.
Concluded on page 28
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Engineering secrets are under her skin
This is the first official photo of the
giant Boeing eight-jet XB-52. It's Amer-
ica's new all-jet heavy bomber, and an-
other trail-blazing product of Boeing
engineering leadership. Still highly
classified, Boeing's most revolutionary
developments are out of sight, under
the XB-52's gleaming skin.
The B-52, vital to America's defense
plans, is just one of the challenging
projects Boeing engineers are at work
on. Others include guided missiles,
supersonic research, and the B-52's
team-mate, the six-jet B-47 medium
bomber, now in quantity production.
If you measure up. you can share the
prestige of Boeing leadership. You'll
work with men who have made major
contributions to both civil and mili-
tary aviation. And you can look ahead
to a long-range career with a com-
pany that has been growing steadily
for 35 years.
You can work either in Seattle, heart
of the Pacific Northwest, or in progres-
sive Wichita, Kansas. Boeing provides
a generous moving and travel allowance,
gives you the benefit of special training
programs, and pays a good salary that
grows with you.
Plan now to build your career as a mem-
ber of Boeing's distinguished Engineering
personnel after graduation. Boeing has
present and future openings for experi-
enced and junior engineers in aircraft.
• DESIGN • RESEARCH
• DEVELOPMENT • PRODUCTION
• TOOLING
also for servo-mechanism and electronics
designers and analysts, and for physicists
and mathematicians with advanced degrees.
For f urther information,
consult your Placement Office, or write.
JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington
17471E7AW
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The peak then drops, and electrons
spill over like water rushing over a
lowered darn. When mike current
stops, the atoms erect a new peak
which bars current flow. Hence, the
transistor's midsection acts like an
electrical "grid" of a vacuum tube
by triggering a strong loudspeaker
current with a weak mike current.
Use of transistors may result in
the development of such devices as
a batteryless, watch-size radio re-
ceiver, powered by the heat of the
human body; or a transmitter-re-
ceiver that can be smaller than a
telephone handset.
Undoubtedly the most extensive
development work in the semicon-
ductor field in the near future will
concern the transistor. This device
will probably not replace vacuum
tubes extensively, but it has unique
qualities that will result in new ap-
plications.
Fig. 3. A midget radio transmitter
with a broadcast range of several hun-
dred feet—possible only by using the
tiny germanium transistor shown at
right.
Another field under development
concerns photo-resistors. For brevi-
ty, the details of photoconductivity
have not been discussed, although it
is well known that light can change
the number of current carriers. The
effect is pronounced in some cases,
notably cadmium sulphide and lead
sulphide, which is being developed
as an infra-red detector.
Germanium diodes are finding in-
creasing application in radio re-
ceivers. Development will continue,
aimed at increasing stability and
uniformity of characteristics. An n-p
diode is now near production which
promises to be the simplest and most
efficient means yet devised for con-
verting alternating to direct current.
One model, about the size of a large
olive, can put out enough direct cur-
rent for a row of aluminum refining
pots or electroplating baths; a hand-
ful of them can replace an entire
roomful of rectifiers.
The interest aroused by the tran-
sistor has produced increased activity
in the field of semiconductors and
will surely result in great advances
in the future.
SIMPLIFIES STAFF and
PINION
WORK
BROWN & SHARPE
AUTOMATIC
PINION TURNING
MACHINE
. . . dependably meets all close tolerance and fine
finish requirements of military and civilian assemblies,
such as clocks, instruments, fuses and timers.
This machine is representative of the improved design
features that make the Brown & Sharpe line of Automatic
Screw Machines worth investigating. Write for literature.
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. L, U.S.A.
BROWN & SHARPE lBs
...latest data on
how to select
anti-friction
bearings SPECIAL PRICE TOENGINEERING STUDENTS
Explains bearing types, designs, tolerances, load dis-
tribution, dynamic capacity, loads, selection, installation
and maintenance, and applications. Includes dimension
tables, conversion values, symbols and abbreviations.
Regular price of this 270-page book is $1.75. 's
reduced the price to students to $1.25 in lots of 10 or
more -- $1.00 in lots of 20.
For copies of "Ball and Roller Bearing Engineering,"
send your remittance to S K Fr INDUSTRIES, INC., Front
St. and Erie Avenue, Phila. 32, Pd. 7353
SICP
BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
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The name doesn't matter
only the meaning of Free Enterprise
Some people say we should get a new name for
it. Perhaps. But what does the name matter, so
long as we preserve the meaning. A good thing,
too, to review what it means once in a while:
It means Hope. Your boy can start a business or
hope to boss the one he's in . . . In countries
without free enterprise only the government
owns and runs a business.
Free enterprise means Decency. . . In so-called
"liberal" countries where "everything is for the
people," you can be thrown into a slave labor
camp to die, just on the whim of some enemy.
It means Home. . . not two families "assigned"
to one room.
WARNER
SWASEY
/el chnid
Machine Tools
Textile
Machinery
It means Courage . . . and no need to cringe at
the words "police" or "party member".
It means Dignity . . . not sobbing out a "con-
fession" in a courtroom to avoid more torture.
It means Education. Read what you want ... not
what some official decides for you. (And much
of your reading may be made possible, by the
way, by a Scotch immigrant boy named Carnegie
who made millions under the American free enter-
prise system, and spent them on free libraries.)
Free enterprise— Americanism — profit-and-loss
system . . . the name doesn't matter so long as
you are on the alert against the people who
are trying to change and destroy its meaning.
TCU CAN MACHINE IT SETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER S. SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS AND TAPPING MACHINES
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\ An extra tough, tinned steel tape line 1,b" wide, designed
especially for mine work. Clear, sharp graduations and figures
deeply stamped into nickel silver sleeves—securely soldered
to steel line. Strong metal reel, nickel plated. Long
folding winding handle, ample size hardwood carrying handle.
Reels of tapes up to and including 150 feet are 4-arm
pattern; over 150 feet, 5-arm as illustrated. Leather thongs
supplied. Available in all desired markings. ....„.......
ilICAS"
MINE TAPES
BUY 11,1FK/1,1" TAPES • RULES
PRECISION TOOLS
99!
FROM YOUR HARDWARE OR TOOL STORE
THE LUFKIN RULE CO., SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
132 138 Lafayette St., New York City • Barrie, Ontario
Continuous Quality
Continuous Price
101010 vows .010011/•• 00 .1 COCA COL. COW... IV
The Terre Haute
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc."
174
"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"
THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound
113 N. 7th Street
Telephone C-3828
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Member of Telegraph Delivery Service
HOELSCHER, ARNOLD AN t)
PIERCE—
Graphic Aids in Engineering
Computation
By R. P. HOELSCHER, Head of
General Engineering Drawing
Department, University of Illi-
nois; J. NORMAN ARNOLD, De-
partment of General Engineer-
ing, Purdue University; and S.
H. PIERCE. Assistant Professor of
General Engineering Drawing,
University of Illinois. 197 pp.,
6 x 9, 110 illus $4.50
A text designed for courses covering
the principles and methods of the
slide rule and the construction of
alignment charts. The text includes
chapters on the standard slide rules,
the derivation of empirical equations
from laboratory or field data, the
construction of nornographs by geo-
metric methods and with determi-
nants, the construction of special
slide rules, the solutions of problems
by graphical differentiation and inte-
gration, and advanced work on
movable scale charts.
This and any other book of a
technical nature may be ordered
through
The Polytechnic Book Shop
Rose Polytechnic Institute
Terre Haute, Indiana
 
.•
Freitag-Weinhardt
917 Eagle St.
PHONE C-2394
PLUMBING -
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
ALLEN I. WEINHARDT
CHARLES J. KANTMANN
1/4 
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about stainless curtain walls
Modern construction methods have changed walls from the
self-supporting type to a mere covering which does not sup-
port its own weight for more than one or two stories. Hence
the definition of "curtain wall":—the facing or enclosure of
the structural steel frame. This frame supports the entire
weight of modern buildings.
The need has existed for a covering that would not only
clothe the building, but be lightweight, economical and
space saving. Because these requirements are more than ade-
quately met with stainless steel curtain wall construction,
this method is becoming increasingly popular with cost and
space conscious owners, builders and architects.
the
dlilICIBLE
"sandwich"
stoinItss steel shaft
econerete owire mesh
•••• •
ecellulor glass insulation
V. .111ga. expanded metal channel
e 501101—. 
tin'CRUCIBLE sandwich"—only 6" thick
(ran be less)
Crucible stainless steel curtain wall panels are in the
form of 6-inch thick "sandwiches'''. The facing consists of
flanged, light-gauge stainless steel sheets with a factory,
or site-fabricated, sandwich consisting of cellular glass
52Fewed
 ICRUCIBLE
sthe6nake;ty
insulation between two layers of concrete with connect-
ing reinforcing. Crucible 18-8 stainless as the outside face
offers excellent resistance to weather and fire while pro-
viding eternal beauty with a minimum of maintenance;
the inside face can be finished or painted to suit the re-
quirements of modern building interiors. Since 18-8 is
restricted in use, a good substitute material, type 430
stainless, now government decontrolled, offers the same
benefits as 18-8 stainless.
moisture penetration
The unique characteristics of the cellular glass insulation
stop moisture vapor migration from one face of the
panel to the other. The cellular insulation properly de-
signed and installed assures that condensation will not
take place anywhere within the sandwich.
insulation
Although less than half as thick as the usual wall con-
struction, this Crucible stainless steel panel construction
has more than twice the insulating value. The "U" value
(overall thermal conductivity) is approximately 0.15
BTU Hr./Sq.Ft./°F.
fire resistance
The Crucible sandwich met the requirements of a
standard 4-hour fire test conducted in the testing
laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards.
This meets all old building codes and is double, or
better, the requirements of modern enlightened
building codes.
erection and fabrication
Since a build:ng frame is not precision built, the
attachment of the panel walls to the frame is done
with fastening devices that provide necessary 3.
dimensional adjustment. Panels can be made at the
building site, and a 24-hour casting-to-fastening
cycle is possible.
technical service arailable
Though the use of some stainless steel is now re-
stricted, Crucible metallurgists and development
personnel are continuing to investigate improved
methods of curtain wall and other construction so
that better buildings can be built when stainless
is more freely available. For more information
write: CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gen-
eral Sales and Operating Offices, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh, Penna.
first name in special purpose steels
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. • Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. • Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. • Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio • Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. • Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin
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•DON-AL COUNTRY CLUB
SOUTH FRUITRIDGE
CATERING TO PARTIES
Specializing in
CHICKEN & STEAK DINNERS
For Reservations Phone C-8203
FLORIST
129 SOUTH SEVENTH
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
HUNTER, GILLUM & HUNTER, Inc.
GENERAL INSURANCE
BONDS
Phone C-1400
16 So. 7th St. Terre Haute
PRINTING
ART WORK PHOTOSTAT COPIES
TERRE HAUTE ENGRAVING CO.
PHONE C-2151 920 POPLAR ST.
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cars, which are on the smallish side,
the Mark VII is roomy and com-
fortable, and has 17 cubic feet of lug-
gage space in the trunk for extended
trips. Quality is the mark of this
sedan. It has beautifully covered
walnut dashbords, fine leather up-
holstery, and twin 14-gallon gas
tanks in the read fenders. The car
is equipped with a 4-speed gearbox
that permits it to easily out-acceler-
ate American cars such as the Ford
or Henry J. The price of this car
is in the Cadillac-Packard-Chrysler
range.
Jaguar will soon announce (if the
rumors are to be believed) a new
XK. 150. The details are scarce but
it looks as though the car will feature
twin overhead cams, six cylinders,
and 4500 cc. displacement. The
chassis will probably be a new type
with perhaps the new Heynes rear-
axle arrangement. The car will be
equipped with disk brakes for sure.
SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions—
XK. 120—wheelbase, 102 in.; over-
all length, 174 in.; width 611/2 in.;
height, 52 in.; ground clearance, 71/8
in.; tire size, 16 x 600; weight empty,
2,500 lbs.
Mark VII— wheelbase, 120 in.;
overall length, 16 ft. 4½ in.; width,
6 ft. 1 in.; height, 5 ft. 3 in.
Engine—
XK. 120-6 cylinder, twin over-
head cams; bore, 3.2677 in.; stroke,
4.1732 in.; rated horsepower, 25.6;
developed horsepower, 160 at 5,400
rpm.; compression ratio, 7.1 to 1; rear
axle ratio, 3.64 to 1 (optional 3.27
to 1).
Mileage—
Steady 70 miles per hour-30 miles
per gallon; 4,300 revolutions per
minute-16 miles per gallon.
Top Speed—
XK. 120, 120-123 miles per hour.
Mark VII-105-110 miles per hour.
XK. 120 "C"-160 miles per hour.
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ANOTHER ALCOA DEVELOPMENT STORY:
In 1927, a chemical manufacturer asked us,
"Why must some chemicals be handled in small
drums or carboys . . . can't tank cars be built
of aluminum?"
From our years of research, we knew that we
had alloys compatible with many chemicals—and
experience in fabrication methods dictated weld-
ing. The Field was inviting, and we decided to
design and pay for the first aluminum tank
car ourselves.
Our engineers designed an 8,000-gallon tank, to
be welded together from 16 large aluminum plates.
Working with a leading tank car builder, lessons
which we had learned in other Alcoa develop-
ments enabled us to materially assist in the alloys
selected, welding techniques and structural fabri-
cation methods employed. One year later, in 1928,
ALCOA1
A atairtao
!ha- 
ce-qoaatio*
the car was completed. It was then tested in
20,000 miles of road service, while hauling glacial
acetic acid—a typically tricky cargo. It weathered
3,500 recorded shocks-900 severe ones. That
aluminum car is still in service!
Together with tank car builders, we have de-
veloped improved riveted and welded car designs,
which are now "standard." Today there are over
1,300 aluminum tank cars carrying the fussy com-
pounds that formerly traveled only in small
containers.
This is typical of the development jobs we do
at Alcoa. Others are under way now and more are
waiting for mechanical, metallurgical, electrical,
chemical and industrial engineers having the
imagineering skill to tackle them. Perhaps you
may be one of those men. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF
AMERICA, 1825 Gulf 43uilding, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
"SEE IT NOW," with Edward R. Murrow, brings the world
to your armchair.. .CBS-TV every Sunday...3:30 P.M. EST
C OA
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1952
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the engineer-
ing courses available to you at Rose. The next freshman class will be admitted
September 8, 1952.
NOBLE C. BLAIR
Admissions Counselor
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
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THE DU PONT
DIGEST
Ch. E's at Du Pont
Plant development work is solid background
for a future in chemical engineering
The work of production supervisors
at Du Pont, as discussed here last
month, is aimed at getting better
results from existing processes and
equipment.
In contrast, the job of plant de-
velopment groups is to find ways to
improve methods and products, and
advise management when changes
should be made for economic or tech-
nical reasons. Chemical engineers in
this work are responsible for lower-
ing process costs, adapting the prod-
uct to new uses and improving prod-
uct quality to obtain a larger share
of the existing market.
These duties provide an under-
standing of the fundamental aspects
of the business, as well as a broad
view of Company operations. The
training and experience a man gains
as a member of a plant development
group—often a first assignment at
Du Pont—is an excellent background
for any field he may move into later.
Conducting a development study
usually involves obtaining data from
H. E. Graham, Jr., B. S . Ch. E ., Georgia I. T.
'48, and J. F. Carley, Ph.D .Ch.E., Cornell '51,
study a plastic compounder-extractor-extruder
for improvements in making plastics.
laboratory, semi-works and plant-
scale experiments, estimating profits
and investments, and consulting with
sales, research and production per-
sonnel, also with auxiliary depart-
ments such as Engineering, Chemi-
cal and Purchasing, and with out-
side authorities.
Here are typical problems solved
by plant development groups:
John Purdom, B.S.Ch.E., Ohio State '49,
and Kenneth Kehr, B.S.M.E., North Caro-
lina State '50, discuss diagram of a process for
improved recovery of a nylon intermediate.
1. Prompted by obsolescence and
wearing of equipment, experimental
studies and economic comparisons
were made on the entire process of
isolating dyes. Methods in use called
for crystallization, filter pressing and
tray drying. It was found that a
rotary vacuum filter with a continu-
ous rotary steam tube dryer, air con-
veyor and a dust collection system
reduced costs about $50,000 a year.
2. Production of sodium silicate was
to be increased substantially, but the
tank-type furnace at the heart of the
process proved a bottleneck. The
furnace design, including exit and
Thurman W. Kaiser (at right), B.S.Ch.E.,
Purdue '50, supervises tests of improved pro-
cess for making neoprene intermediates.
FOURTH OF A SERIES 1
Reid Earnhardt, B.S.M.E., Cornell '44,
M.S.M.E., Carnegie '48, and Rene M. Le-
Clare, M.S.Ch.E., M. I. T. '51, check in-
stallation of improvements in plant equipment.
entry ports, was improved, and its
capacity enlarged at a small fraction
of the cost of a new furnace.
With the rapid growth of techno-
logical improvements all over the
world and increasing competition,
plant development work assumes
greater and greater status. The Ch. E.
entering such a group at Du Pont
finds a wealth of opportunity for his
skill and ingenuity.
HAVE YOU SEEN "The Du Pont Com-
pany and the College Graduate"? Free,
40-page book describes opportunities
for men and women with many types
of training. Write: 2521 Nemours Bldg.,
Wilmington, Delaware.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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By John Voelker, jr. m.e.
John Simpson, jr. c.e., and Dick Bosshardt, fresh.
A spinster was shocked by the
language used by workmen repair-
ing a telephone near her house, so
she wrote the company.
The foreman was requested to
make a report. The report read
as follows:
"Me and Spike were on this job.
I was up on the pole and I acci-
dentally let the hot lead fall on
Spike—right down his neck. Then
Spike looked up at me and said,
'Really, Harry, you should be more
careful'."
* * * * *
Co-ed: "You're an apt boy. Is
your sister apt, too?"
M. E.: "If she's tempted, she's
apt to."
* * * * *
Inflation: A cockeyed economic
condition that makes the prices you
get look good and the prices you
pay look awful.
* * * * *
The professor who comes in 15
minutes late is rare; in fact, he is
in a class by himself.
* * * * *
Frosh : "What's Doc talking
about ?"
Engineer: "Integration, you
halfwit."
Frosh : "Is he for or against it ?"
Engineers are often baffled by
the fact that some of the girls with
the most streamlined figures offer
the most resistance.
* * * * *
Money isn't the greatest thing
in the world. Lots of people just
like it the best.
A guard at a nudist camp halted
a man at the gate. "Sorry sir,"
said the guard, "but you can't come
in here wearing a blue suit." "Who
the hell's wearing a blue suit?"
chattered the newcomer, "I'm
COLD."
* * * *
"Didn't get a wink last night."
"How come ?"
"Somebody stole my tiddly."
* * * * *
In Hollywood, one janitor's
salary includes room and board
and any little extras he can pick up.
* * * * *
Plagiarism: Stealing from an
author.
Research: Stealing from many
authors.
* * * * *
Work is something that when
we have it we wish we didn't; when
we don't have it we wish we did,
and the object of most of it is to be
able to afford not to do any some-
day.
Lucy was congratulating Laura
on her remarkable driving ability.
"Why, dearie, you handle the car
just like a veteran." "Oh, is that
so?" countered Laura. "Have you
ever seen me handle a veteran?"
* * * * *
Then there was the Scotchman
who bought only one spur; he
figured if one side of the horse
would go, the other side would go
also.
* * * * *
"How was the geology lecture?"
"Fine, I was rocked to sleep."
"There I was," the old prospector
was telling his visitors from down
East, "the grizzly bear was down
in the canyon behind a tree. The
only way I could hit him was to
ricochet a bullet off this high
canyon wall on my right. A one-
rail shot, you understand."
He paused to consider the degree
of their interest, seemed satisfied,
and went on:
"Well, I had gauged my windage,
calculated the lead of the barrel and
the rate .of twist, the hardness of
the bullet and the angle of the yaw
it would have after being smacked
out of shape against the canyon
wall, and I judged my chances were
60-40 that I would get my bear.
A one-rail bank. A controlled
ricochet. So I fired."
There was silence. Then one of
his visitors asked rather timidly:
"Did you hit him?"
"No," said the old man, "I missed
the wall!" * * * * *
Three men in a night club were
insisting on paying for the $15
check.
"Look," said one of them, "this
goes on my expense account, and
because my company is in the 80%
overall income tax bracket this will
cost us only $3."
"No, I'll catch it," said the
second. "My company isn't in the
80% overall bracket, but still it
pays an excess profits tax. We're
in the 95% bracket, so it will cost
us 75 cents to pay the check."
"Gentlemen," spoke the third
man, "my company has a cost-plus
contract and if I pay this check
we'll make $1.50 on it."
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Photography gives
engineers quick,
accurate facts
• In routine work—in unique applications—engi-
neers find photography can supply information
obtainable in no other way. It can show you in-
ternal stresses in machine parts—you see what
modifications in design will increase strength and
Photography has captured
here a record of internal stresses
in a notched shaft subject to tension.
Polarized light passing through a
plastic model of the part produces
the stress pattern upon the film.
reduce weight. You can study fast motion by slow-
ing it down with high speed movies. You can record
the flick of the cathode-ray trace or get accurate
records of other instrument readings.
Photography is already aiding engineering in
many important ways, and new applications are
being made every day. This has led graduates in
the physical sciences and in engineering to find
positions with the Eastman Kodak Company. If
you are interested, write to the Business and
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
... serves industrial, commercial and scientific progress
WE ASKED GRADUATES TEN YEARS OUT OF COLLEGE:
WHAT MADE YOU DECIDE
ON A CAREER WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC?
This advertisement was 
written by G-E employees 
who
graduated ten years a
go—long enough to have 
gained
perspective, but not too long to 
have forgotten the de-
tails of their coming with 
the Company. These 
graduates
were sent a 
questionnaire and were requ
ested to return
it unsigned. Their 
answers, listed below in 
order of
mentions, give an informati
ve appraisal of G.E. 
as a
place to work and as a 
source of career 
opportunities.
1. G-E TRAINING PROGRAMS
Sample quotes: "I knew that G.E. offered the best train-
ing courses." "Liked the idea of rotating assignments and
courses." "Wanted to take advantage of the training
courses." "G.E. had a training plan which would let me
choose a job after reasonable time for investigating jobs
available in the Company." "I felt that Test (Test Engi-
neering Program) would make the easiest transition from
school to work.". "I felt that I would get the best kind
of electrical engineering training if I went with G.E."
"The Test course appealed to me because of its combina-
tion of continued technical instruction plus practical ex-
perience on the test floor."
2. VARIETY OF OPPORTUNITIES
"Why does a youngster run away with a circus?"
"Believed it was a good chance to find the field I liked
best as I wasn't quite sure what type of work I wanted
to get into." "G.E. goes out of its way to find the corner
you are happiest in and best suited for." "The varied
opportunities of work let you change jobs without leaving
the company." "Only company which offered a job
where an engineer could be in on design, sales and appli-
cation—i.e., 'application engineering.' " "Promise of
varied experience made it unnecessary to decide on a
particular specialty until I had more opportunity to look
the field over."
3. GENERAL ELECTRIC'S REPUTATION
"G.E.'s prestige and reputation appealed to me."
"G.E. was more favorably disposed to the coming war
effort and was doing work directly contributory." "High
caliber persons with whom to work." "Reputation for
technical excellence." "G.E.'s reputation as a good em-
ployer." "Because with the name of G.E. went a sense
of security." "I felt that G.E. was the leader in the
electrical field and I wanted to take part."
4. CONSIDERATE TREATMENT
"The only offer I received was from General Electric
—other companies interviewed would not consider me
because of my reserve officer status." "Among the com-
panies offering jobs to college graduates in 1941, G.E.
seemed to take more of a personal interest in its new
men." "The G-E representatives made me feel they
were interested in me."
For a free booklet, "Planning Your Career," a description of such G-E training programs as the Test Engineering
Program, Business Training Course, Manufacturing Training Program, Chemical and Metallurgical Program, the
Physics Program and Sales Training programs, write to General Electric Co., Dept. 221B-6, Schenectady, N. Y.
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